
MARRENON, Les Inspirations, Private Gallery, IGP
Méditerranée, Blanc
IGP  Méditerranée, France

Private Gallery is Marrenon's most fruity collection.

PRESENTATION
The vineyards of Marrenon are in the Luberon massif, south of the Rhone Valley. We wanted
to celebrate the contemporary artistic culture of the Luberon by reconciling the universe of
wine and painting. Thus was born the Private Gallery collection. The double cut is the artistic
vision of the silhouette of our mountains and the silky and modern fruitiness of wine.

TERROIR
Selected parcels, located on sunny clay-limestone hillsides.

IN THE VINEYARD
Picking of the Chardonnay at the beginning of September, mid-September for the Viognier.
Harvesting at night.

WINEMAKING
For each grape variety, skin maceration for 6 to 12 hours, at low temperature, (around 16
°C), to extract the complexity of the aromas and preserve the body of the wine. Alcoholic
fermentation at 14/16 °C.

AGEING
Aged on the fine lees.

VARIETALS
Chardonnay 80%, Viognier 20%

13.5 % VOL.
Contains sulphites. Does not contain egg or egg products.
Does not contain milk or milk-based products. 

SERVING
Serve chilled, between 10 and 12 °C. A great companion for an aperitif, with any fish or
seafood dish, vegetable terrines and goat's cheese or a Mediterranean dish.

AGEING POTENTIAL
2 to 3 years

TASTING
The wine is golden yellow, clear and brilliant. The nose develops a very seductive aromatic
palette: while the Viognier brings aromas of white flowers, apricot, peach and exotic fruits,
the Chardonnay gives structure and roundness and brings notes of yellow peaches and
exotic fruits. A very harmonious wine with great finesse. 

 Type of bottle Volume (ml) item code Bottle barcode Case barcode

BORDELAISE TRADITION REFERENCE 750 AT024630 3256811113539 3256811614074

Palette
Europe

Units per
case

Units per
pallet

Layers
per pallet

Cases per
layers

Btl weight
(kg)

Case
weight (kg)

Pallet
weight (kg)

Btl height
(cm)

Btl diameter
(cm)

Case dimensions
(H*L*P cm)

Pallet dimensions
(H*L*P cm)

EPAL 6 600 4 25 1.280 7.865 810 30.1 8.65 30,5*23,8*16,1 12,2*80*120
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ABUSE OF ALCOHOL IS DANGEROUS FOR YOUR HEALTH. DRINK RESPONSIBLY.

http://www.tcpdf.org
www.marrenon.fr
https://facebook.com/Marrenon.Luberon
https://instagram.com/marrenon_vignobles/
https://vincod.com/EAJ1RE

